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Intro
This was the third of the Zoom video meetings. Show and Tell items demonstrated at the
meeting are shown below

Show and Tell
John Wispinski

Here are three lidded bowls. All different types of wood and shapes.
Terra Garneau

This is my 3rd rolling pin from laminated wood from the scrap bin. Finished with beeswax. I really
like the way the mahogany veneer contrasts with the oak. This one is going to my daughter-in-law,
one of the others went to my granddaughter in Calgary.
Jeff Hankinson

Here are pictures of 4 of my recent projects. I only showed 3 at the meeting because the fourth is
already given away ha ha. Turned on the lathe, embellished on the CNC.
Steve MacMillan

Here are a couple pics of the 3 bowl set that I just completed that I showed on the Zoom call at the
beginning of May. They were not done yet so I didn’t have pics after that meeting.
I missed the show and tell yesterday as my internet is really sketchy at home.

The wood is box elder, Ecopoxy Liquid Plastic epoxy with blue and green metallics and the finish is
Osmo. The red in the grain is typical box elder and I got lucky with the amount of it in the piece of
wood I had. These were commissioned so they are now sold and gone to their new home!
Barry Green

Here are pictures of the items I showed at the May 14 meeting.
The smaller one is a maple burl lidded hollow form, the inside was hollowed with a home built
boring bar and finished with spray on lacquer
The larger hollow form is also maple burl finished with spray lacquer
Bob Pugh

This is the third jar I made to test techniques. The first was flat staves and hollowed easily, the
second was thicker staves to give a barrel shape and was much more difficult to hollow and the
third, above, was segmented pieces and very easy to hollow.
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